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Blackpool’s upgrade
work has come on
apace over the winter
- see the latest updates
from the work sites in
our extended news
special!
Find out more on page
14!
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the completion of work
to add the controversial door modifications
and skirts to the car.
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Welcome!

It’s becoming rather predictable that I begin my
editorial with an apology, and this edition is, unfortunately, no different. Due to some unforseen
technical problems with the previous edition of the
magazine it was not released until rather late in the
month, and some of the news and features had
sadly become out of date by that time. Nonetheless, I hope that this did not affect your enjoyment of
the mag and that the information contained was still
of interest!
We’ve got a snow-tacular edition for you
this month, with a look at how the snow affected
a number of British tramways, including Croydon,
Crich, Beamish and Birkenhead, as well as a news
round-up from the rest of the tramways across the
country.
There’s also news aplenty from Blackpool,
with the very latest news surrounding the tramway
upgrade, including a look at the latest two Balloon
cars to recieve door modifcations and an update
on the various track upgrade works that are taking place, as well as the construction of the new
depot itself. With the first of the new trams due to
arrive and begin testing later this year, it will most
likely be an extremely busy time for the tramway
and I have little doubt that we will be featuring an
awful lot more of the tramway over the year - many
apologies to those of you who prefer to read about
places other than Blackpool!
In terms of tramway visits it’s been a very quiet
period for me recently thanks to my ongoing A
Level studies - in particular the dreaded coursework
deadlines - however these are now coming to an
end and hopefully a trip somewhere should be
appearing soon! I did manage one trip to Nottingham to sample the system there in it’s entirety in the
middle of January, and we will be taking more of a
look at this system (As well as Britain’s other second
generation ones) later on this year!
As part of the aforementioned coursework
http://www.tramways-monthly.com

Traffic Notes
deadlines, I have also been doing some pretty
heavy research into the usage of advertisements on
tramcars over a rough 150 year period, and have
come up with some pretty surprising results after
my analysis! While this is by no means complete yet
(And it’s looking likely I will be continuing it once I
have completed it as coursework!) it has nonetheless been a somewhat interesting ‘little’ project
and I hope that I will be able to share my findings
through this magazine in time!
Perhaps the ‘biggest’ tram news of the past
month in many ways has been the crowning of Liverpool 762 as this year’s ‘Tram of the Year’, following
a very intense period of voting resulting in a record
number of votes being cast for the 2010 competition. This no doubt helped due to the fact that the
Lancastrian Transport Trust seemed to start somewhat of a publicity campaign for their OMO 8 to
gain the title, however the efforts were in vain with
Liverpool 762 snatching victory with nearly 50 more
votes than it’s competitor.
I am sure that many of you will agree with me
that this honour is more than deserved by the Merseyside Transport Preservation Society, 762’s owners,
and everyone who has been involved with the car
in some way, shape or form since it’s preservation
and subsequent restoration! 762 had my vote right
from the start and there really was no other winner in my eyes, so congratulations! Special mention should also go to Marton Box 31 - another very
worthy contender, which sadly got left behind very
early on in the competition after it became a verymuch two-horse race. Full details of the 2010 competition, including more information on the winning
tramcar, can be found on page 10.
Finally this month, we begin a study of Brtain’s
preserved horse cars, looking this time round at
the cars that are resident at the National Tramway
Musuem at Crich, in Derbyshire. We hope that this
regular pictorial will uncover some of the ‘hidden
gems’ of the British tramway preservation scene, as
well as promote coverage of an often more neglected side of the movement. We will be continuing this feature throughout the year, and we would
3

welcome any photographs of preserved horse cars
that could be used within this feature, particularly
from our overseas readers who may have comparative photographs of horse cars in their own
country? Either way, if you would like to contribute
anything that you feel is suitable please email us at
the usual address, info@tramways-monthly.com!
On a more administrative note, work has now
begun in earnest on a new website for the magazine, and we hope to have this online within the
next couple of months. The new site should offer
much better usability and accessibility over the
current site, including faster page loading times
and a load-balanced issues server for faster downloading of the magazine PDFs. There will also be a
number of new features introduced over the coming months, and we would, as ever, welcome any
feedback or ideas you have for the site!
Happy reading!

Jack Gordon
Jack Gordon -14/2/11
editor@tramways-monthly.com
Front Cover Caption

Crich was perhaps - yet again - the tramway worst
affected by the heavy snow fall that swept across
the country in the latter part of last year, as this photograph shows! Ex-Croydon Tramlink KLV 058 was
stabled on the southbound running line just below the
depot cross-over for much of the winter, affording this
view of the tram caught in the heavy drifts, the depth
of which can be seen by the pile of snow on the roof
of the tram and the deep tyre tracks to the side of it!
It was this deep snow that stopped the Museum from
opening on four of its six Santa Special events, and
also delayed track renewal works and the refurbishment of the Stone Workshop building. More images
from Crich and other UK tramways can be seen starting on page 26. Richard Lomas
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Winter operations round-up

A number of heritage tramways across the UK have
battled the harsh winter weather in an attempt to
run a tram service for the benfit of those hearty souls
who fancy a day of tram riding, in the run-up to the
Christmas holiday period. We now present for your
delectation, a summary of what has been happening at four of the most popular museum tramways in
the country during the final few weeks of 2010.
Beamish Museum - It has largely been business as normal for the North East Museum, whose
second annual Christmas event appears to have
been largely succesful. The trams have continued
to run on most days despite a fair amount of snow
falling on the site, and the four service trams have
all received some festive decoartions as an added
bonus for the holiday season. The cars in use have
been Leeds 6, Gateshead 10, Sunderland 16 and
Beamish 196, the latter having re-entered service
soon after returning from heaton Park. It has been
especially pleasing to see that Leeds 6 - currently on
extended loan from Heaton Park - is continuing to
earn its keep, and has also been operating alongside the tram it had originally been swapped for!

Latest News
Birkenhead Tramway - Whilst other locations
had early snowfalls this winter, the white stuff hit the
Wirral somewhat later than much of Britain, however
there was a blanket of white in place by the time
that the tramway operated its own Santa Specials
on 18th December. Wallasey 78 did the honours,
and was decorated with some coloured lights and
snowflakes at each end. Hong Kong built cars 69
& 70 also saw use that weekend in their role as the
usual winter service trams.
Crich Tramway Village - As has been well
documented elsewhere, the first weekend of Santa
Specials at Crich had to be cancelled due to heavy
snowfalls, and although the attraction did open
on 11th, 12th, 18th & 19th December, it was announced that no trams would be able to operate
because of the appalling weather conditions. However, by the final weekend some of the snow had
melted, prompting a couple of voulnteers to make
the bold decision to try and rescue Leeds 180 from
the confines of the workshop. After most of the snow
had been cleared, 180 was able to emerge and
after completing a succesful test run, the tram was

used to carry passengers on both Saturday 18th &
Sunday 19th. Although only a short ride could be
offered between the Red Lion and Cabin Crossing,
it was certainly better than nothing at all and many
of the people who came seemed to appreciate
the effort that had been made to get the tram into
service for their enjoyment. Although no admission charge was made, a good number of visitors
generously made voluntary donations thanks to the
efforts of the tram crew on the weekend.
Heaton Park Tramway - Unfortunately Manchester’s preserved tram line was a victim of the
snow as the tramway was unable to open as
planned for the final operating day of the year,
Sunday 19th December. This was the second time
in three weeks that the tram service had been
axed due to inclement weather. However, a working party did take place during the day with the
dedicated volunteers who turned up focussing their
attentions on Blackpool Vanguard 619, which is currently being prepared for a full repaint. AW

q Gateshead 10 pauses in the town at Beamish back in December, after a small snow flurry. Remove the tinsel and this could easily be 1920s Gateshead! John Carlson
qu Leeds 180 performed a number of short trips at Crich on the 18th and 19th December. It is pictured outside the Red Lion, where the trams terminated. Dan Heeley
quu Wallasey 78 was the main tram employed on Birkenhead’s Santa Specials - it is pictured here near to Pacific Road. Mike Mercer
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Latest News

Transponder only trams from 2011
It has now been reported in
several extremely reliable
sources, that only trams that
have been fitted with transponder equipment will be
allowed to operate on the
Blackpool tramway with effect from the start of the 2011
season. Although cars not
equipped with transponders were restricted to running
between Pleasure Beach and
Bispham last year, this was
certainly better than nothing - but it now seems that
this practice will have to be
discontinued as soon as the
tramway re-opens for business in the spring.
The reason for this unfortunate development, is
the installation of new traffic
signals at Manchester Square,
where trams must cross the
promenade road in order to
access the main line when
leaving the depot. These are
appearing at various locations where the trams meet
road traffic and the ultimate
aim is to cut journey times by
giving priority to tramcars at
all such locations, with approaching trams changing
traffic lights to red. This is controlled by the transponders
which were already fitted to
many trams in 2010; however,
whereas last year the only
junction thus modified was
at Little Bispham, allowing
cars without the necessary
equipment to operate on the

main promenade section, the
location of the new signals
means that trams will need
transponders fitted just to get
onto the promenade.
Sadly this means that
many popular trams are unlikely to run at all during 2011,
and for some it is highly likely
that their last ever outings
in Blackpool have already
passed without fanfare. That
said, there is a silver lining;
after the 2011 illuminations
are over, many of the main
running fleet are due to be
withdrawn from service to be
replaced by the new fleet of
Bombardier trams. The loss
of Centenary, Jubilee, Brush
and Twin cars should allow
the transponders from these
cars to be transferred into
other trams which are to be
retained for further use in
Blackpool as a reduced heritage fleet; although details of
which trams will be kept have
never been officially confirmed, it is expected that the
likes of Bolton 66, Coronation
660 and Open Top Balloon
706 will be included. Sadly
it is doubtful whether any of
these trams will be allowed
out this year - but at least they
should be able to see further
service on the Fylde coast. It
should also be stressed that
most of the more interesting
trams in the fleet do not yet
have inverters fitted, and it is
understood that these will be

http://www.tramways-monthly.com

p Two popular cars in 2010 were Balloon 726 and Boat 604, though neither may now see any service
in 2011 due to their lack of transponders,. They are seeing passing at North Pier. Andrew Waddington

needed to power the new
transponders.
Those trams that have
already been fitted with transponders and ran so equipped
in 2010 are listed below:
Centenary cars: 641-648
(Total - 8)
Balloon cars: 711, 717, 719,
723 (Total - 4)
Millennium cars: 707, 709, 724
(Total - 3)
Illuminated cars: 733+734,
736, 737 (Total - 3)
Brush Railcoaches: 630, 631,
632 (Total - 3)
5

Twin Sets: 672+682, 675+685
(Total - 2)
Jubilee cars: 761, 762 (Total
- 2)
Open Boat: 600 (Total - 1)
Standard car: 147 (Total - 1)
This would give a running fleet of 27 trams for 2011,
although this figure is subject
to change. Double-deck
trams 700, 713, 718 and 720
may well be added to the
list although it is still uncertain
whether these widened cars
will be allowed to run this
year; likewise further trams

may miss the season whilst
undergoing door modifications if this is not the case. This
could severely decimate the
fleet and if it happens, it is
very much hoped that Blackpool Transport will consider
putting their transponders
into other vehicles (possibly
Twin cars) in order to compensate for this shortfall. 2011
is certainly shaping up to a
very challenging year for the
tramway, but let's not forget
that it should all be worth it in
the long run! AW
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Balloon 700 is all white!

Following the completion of modifications to its
centre platform doors, Blackpool Balloon car 700
has passed through the Paint Shop at Rigby Road
over the winter period.
Sadly, the tram has emerged painted in a
plain white base coat and is ultimately expected
to receive the new Blackpool Council livery of
white and purple, which will be completed with
the addition of vinyls. However, whilst it remains
white, the possibility of an all-over advert livery
probably shouldn’t be ruled out.
As for the appearance of 700, it is probably
best described as a very strange hybird of modern
and vintage! The tram retains its double destination screens, curved roof windows, and fake destination glasses above the centre doors. However,
with the new porches it is very hard to regard it as
a heritage tram - especially as other modifications
have been made.
For example, the cab ends have been modi-

fied to match sister car 717 with the addition of
fibreglass skirting panels and rubber bumpers in
place of the old sprung bumpers, and the swingover seats on the lower deck have also been
exchanged for the fixed seats out of withdrawn
car 721.
In spite of all these changes, 700 will probably
still be a special tram to many people and this
makes the choice of colour particuarly sad. 717
has proved that the front end modifications don’t
affect the appearance of a Balloon car too much,
and even the porches would probably not stand
out quite so much if the wartime green & cream
livery had been reapplied.
It remains to be seen whether 700 and the
other widened double-deck cars will be permitted to run during 2011 but we will aim to keep our
readers informed of any news that we receive on
this subject. AW
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p Balloon 700 was rolled out of the fitting shop at Rigby Road on the 14th Jaunary
2011, during a depot shunting exercise. The tram is not yet believed to have been
commissioned, as it was being shunted around the depot by Unimog 938. The insets
show the new doors and retained double destination screens. Stuart Harrison
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Preserved Blackpool trams evicted

It may not seem that long ago that Brush Railcoach 623 and Balloon
car 702 both left Blackpool for a new home in Manchester, but less
than a year later both trams are being moved to a new home yet
again! However, this time the journey involved is much shorter with
the duo believed to be moving to alternative accomodation nearby. Indeed, the trams may already have moved although this has
not been announced as yet.
Both 623 and 702 had been star attractions at the ‘Museum of
Museums’ at Trafford Park since May 2010, but despite high expectations the museum failed to attract many visitors. Indeed, many
tram enthusiasts who visited the trams last year have commented
on how poorly attended the attraction was, and this has presumably led to the decision to close at the start of 2011.
It has been suggested that a scaled-down exhibition may be
relocated, but for now the ‘Museum of Museums’ has ceased to
exisit as of Monday 10th January, with the space it occupies set to
become a new conference/exhibition area known as ‘EventCity’. It
remains to be seen whether these plans will come to fruition, and if
so, whether trams will play a part in them.
However, this blow must be a serious disapointment for the
Manchester Transport Museum Society, who had bought the trams
a year ago and were housing them at Trafford due to a lack of covered accomodation at Heaton Park. AW

u Brush 623 and Balloon 702 are seen on display at their former home
in the Museum of Museums, near to the Trafford Centre. Both trams have
now moved somewhere else within the same building, though neither
are currently on public display. Andrew Hazelhurst

Overhead thieves strike the Black Country

Special delivery for Beamish
January 20th saw an unusual delivery
arrive at Beamish Museum, in the form
of a trolley pole for their newest resident, Sunderland 101.
The tram, formerly Blackpool Balloon 703, moved to the Museum last
September, but has still not operated
there, awaiting completion of a few
small jobs to make it fit for passenger
service.
One of these has been to replace the pantograph with a trolley
arm, due to overhead incompatabilities, and the LTT duly provided one
http://www.tramways-monthly.com

The Black Country Living Museum has
temporarily suspended its tramway
services, following the theft of some
vital overhead wire on the 11th January. Until the wire can be replaced,
the Museum’s trams will be confined to
the depot, with their roles being taken
over by a vintage coach.
It is sad to note that a charitable
organisation has been the victim of
this crime, and will no doubt have a
familiar ring for many enthusiasts following a large theft of wire from the
Fleetwood area last winter, badly af-

This was delivered to the Museum
on a London Routemaster bus which
was also posed in the Town area for a
short period. The bus was used for the
delivery, due to the unusual size and
shape of the item involved.
It has been announced that the
Museum hope to launch the tram in
its new guise during the Great North
Steam Fair even in April - see our
events page for more details or keep
an eye on the Beamish Transport Blog
and our own news pages for the latest
on this. JG
7

fecting the tramway.
The Museum's spokesperson
Fiona Carding said: 'At the moment
experts are conducting exploratory
and survey work in order to assess the
total extent of the damage done to
the cables and to the connectors
which hold them in place'. The costs of
the necessary work have also still to be
determined.
It cannot currently be confirmed
when the trams will be back in service,
but the Museum are reportedly hoping
to have repairs completed by Easter. JG
Issue 23 - January 2011
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Blackpool door modifications continue
Crich announce 2011 public driving courses
Details of the popular ‘Ultimate Driving
Experience’ courses at
Crich Tramway Village
for 2011 have been announced, with a list of
available dates for the
day courses now available on the website
www.tramway.co.uk
along with a booking
form and other useful
information.
The package
includes not only an
afternoon of tramcar
driving, but also a theory session with expert instructors, refreshments,
and a certificate to
confirm that you have
driven a vintage tram.
The initial courses
have used Glasgow
812 or Liverpool 869
for the last few years however for 2011 these
two cars have been
joined by Blackpool
167.
Additionally, there
is also a special ‘advanced’ course on offer to anyone who has
already passed the first

course, with a wider
selection of trams available to drive.
The list of cars
which are expected
to be available for the
advanced tram driving
sessions next year is as
follows: Glasgow 22,
Blackpool 40, Johannesburg 60, Cardiff 131,
Oporto 273 and Leeds
399.
Please note that
the availability of
particular trams for
the public to drive on
specific days cannot
be guranteed - however, participants are
asked to indicate their
favoured trams and efforts will be made to try
and allocate vehicles
as requested.
Both of the
courses cost £265 for
the day, and for further
details on the Ultimate
Driving Experience,
please take a look at:
http://www.tramway.
co.uk/what-to-do/92/
ultimate-driving-experiences. AW
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The work on preparing ten of Blackpool's refurbished
double-deck cars for continued use on front-line service by enlarging the centre entrances to make them
compatable with the new platforms at tram stops has
continued to progress since the tramway closed at
the end of the 2010 illuminations.
We can now confirm that Millennium car 709 has
been partially stripped to allow this work to be carried out, with the fitting of new 'plug' doors to follow.
709 has advertised the Sea Life Centre since 2005
and had only received new advert vinyls in May last
year. It is also believed that similar car 707 has been
through the works for its door modifications already
this winter, and work on pioneer Balloon car 700 has
recently been completed.

Having so many modified trams may be a
mixed blessing however, as it is still not known if any of
them will be permitted to run this year. Although the
re-modelling of the three-track layout at North Pier
should allow the widened cars to pass there when
the tramway re-opens, there may well be clearance
issues elsewhere but at the moment there has been
nothing other than speculation to suggest whether
the trams will operate in 2011 or not. If they cannot,
then the peak season could be a very difficult time
for Blackpool Transport who are already dealing
with a restricted selection of trams to use following
the withdrawal of all non-transponder cars thanks to
the new traffic signals at Manchester Square. Roll on
Easter!? AW

pool tramway infrastructure as part of the ongoing
system upgrade, the opportunity has been taken to
reposition the crossover at Cleveleys.
The points previously located within Cleveleys
Square have now been lifted and replaced with plain
rail. In their place, a new crossover has now been
installed further north, past the nearby road crossing.
This has been done to allow the new fleet of
articulated cars to reverse here, as they would have
been too long to reverse over the existing crossover
without blocking the road, a practice that is frowned
upon by Blackpool Transport Services unless an Inspector is available to supervise the move.
This situation has also applied to Twin cars in the
past, meaning that they should be able to reverse
here next season! Of course, this won’t be of any long
term benefit to the Twin sets, all of which are due to
be withdrawn from service in 12 months time.
Trams previously stopped alongside the northbound waiting shelter before reversing over the points
which are just out of sight. Now, trams will continue
across the road and then reverse, opening up the
Cleveleys route to all cars and giving the stop further
operational flexibility. AW

p Balloon 709, still wearing its 2010 SEALIFE advert, is pictured outside the depot at Rigby Road on the 14th Jaunary 2011, during a depot shunting exercise. This image
clearly shows where the former centre entrances have
been removed to enable the fitting of the new enlarged
plug doors. Also in this view can be seen the empty destination box, possibly linked with rumours that the tram is
to recieve an electronic dot-matrix desination screen, in
place of the more traditional blinds. Stuart Harrison

Cleveleys crossover
relocated
During the current winter work focussed on the Black-
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Friends of Fleetwood Trams: An update
Ambitious plans have been released for
a £2 million tramway heritage centre for
Fleetwood by the Friends of Fleetwood
Trams group, who have already earmarked three of Blackpool’s iconic tram
fleet for their use. And by this time next
year, they hope to have identified a site
to operate them.
The group, who already own
Ex-towing Railcoach 678, Balloon 710
and Brush 627, the last tram from both
Fleetwood and North Station, and are
rumoured to own up to three further exBlackpool tramcars, are now looking for
a site at which to store and potentially
display the cars.
But it is estimated the project could
cost something in the region of £2 million,
an extremely large amount of money for
such a harsh economic climate.
The group are also continuing talks
with the Poulton and Wyre Railway Society (PWRS), who are looking to re-open
the railway line between Fleetwood and
XYZ.
John Woodman, part of the Friends
of Fleetwood Trams group, said: “By this
time next year we definitely will have a
site that is made available to us for transfer of about six trams from Blackpool for
storage and potential display.
“That’s our first objective and the
second is the realisation, whether its with
PWRS or another operation.”
He added: “PWRS are actively
working on re-opening the line towards
Fleetwood and there are certain situations we have looked at which seem to
indicate the value of some co-operation.
“I am hopeful that will become
more tangible [later this year].
“The gauge of trams and railways
is the same and there are examples of
http://www.tramways-monthly.com

tram museum heritage lines using railway
lines.
“There have been Blackpool trams
running on a railway line in Portland, Oregon, for quite a number of years.
“Instead of overhead wires they
have a generator in the tram or tow one
behind.
“The key, of course, is money –
whether it comes from local authority or
from businesses.
“The £2m is the estimated cost of
funding for the project.
“Fleetwood is facing some very
hard times.
“In terms of regenerating or revitalising its economic confidence and potential it can build on its natural assets as a
coastal town and positives like the link to
Blackpool by tramway and its history.”
David Evans of PWRS said they
would be continuing talks with Mr Woodman.
He added: “Anything that can link
in with heritage would be nice.
“But we would have to see how the
trams and trains mix.”
It waits to be seen if this project will
come further off the ground, or if it is just
another pipe dream. Either way, after
the end of this year Fleetwood will lose its
heritage tramcar service on all but special occassions, with through-running of
the widened Balloons or the retained vintage cars being unlikely at other times.
The Society’s website is also still
offline after a number of months, and
further information is not available about
the group at this stage.
We will of course update readers as
and when we find out more! JG
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New home confirmed for Sheffield 513

It has been confirmed that Sheffield 'Roberts' car 513 is set to move to the
East Anglia Transport Museum at Carlton Colville, near Lowestoft, in the
very near future, where it is expected to stay on loan for a lengthy period of
operation.
513 has been a long-term Blackpool resident and was one of the stars
of last year's 125th anniversary celebrations - but it now seems that the tram
has already operated at Blackpool for the final time.
The tram is the property of Beamish Museum, but has never been
in favour there, with the Museum representing life in 1913, making the
1950-built Sheffield tram much too modern for their image.
It has also been described as a 'track punisher' due to the long wheelbase of its four-wheeled truck, because of which it was dispatched to
Blackpool on long-term loan in 2001 and has remained there ever since.
With the big fleet cull looming and tying in with the news that trams
not fitted with transponder equipment will be unable to operate from
2011, 513's future looked bleak so it is extremely good to know that it will be
going to a good home and that it will not only be kept safe, but also be
running.
Mr Jarman has stated that he will 'look forward to developing a relationship with [the East Anglia Transport Museum] over the years', hinting
that this could ultimately become a mutually beneficial deal.
513 is expected to move south in February and could be in service as
early as Easter. The tram looks certain to be a very popular attraction at the
Museum, and we are certainly looking forward to seeing it! AW
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Liverpool 762 named ‘Tram of the Year’
Liverpool 762 has been
named the winner of the
eighth annual 'Tram of the
Year' competition, hosted by
British Trams Online.
The tram beat off
strong competition to be
crowned 2010's winner, making it the first non-Blackpool
tram to win since 2006 when
Leeds 345 was victorious
following its restoration and
launch (although of course,
762 owes its victory to a spell
of operation at Blackpool,
diluting this fact slightly!).
This is also the first time
that one of the Merseyside
Tramway Preservation Society's vehicles has won the

contest, and is a very well
deserved tribute to the hard
work that went into restoring 762 and the rest of their
historic tram fleet.
Many people were
heard to comment on
the outstanding quality of
the tramcar during its stay
at Blackpool and it is encouraging to see so many
people have clearly been
impressed by the car - hopefully this will encourage more
enthusiasts to visit it at Birkenhead this year!
After a close battle,
762 was named 'Tram of
the Year' after attracting a
record-breaking 344 votes,

u Tram of the Year 2010 Liverpool 762 is pictured near to North
Prom during the Blackpool 125 events last year, which were
responsible for it achieving the accolade. Andrew Waddington
q The mock-up Metrolink tram that destroyed part of Coronation Street is now to be ‘preserved’ at Manchester’s Museum of
Science & Industry. ITV
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45% of the total. In second
place despite a big publicity drive by its owners the
Lancastrian Transport Trust
was Blackpool OMO car
8, which picked up 37% of
votes following its return to
action, whilst Marton Box
31 came third with just 18%
despite having made history
by operating at Beamish,
Blackpool and Manchester
within the space of a few
months.
Full details on the contest and a list of the previous winners can be found
at: www.britishtramsonline.
co.uk. AW

Coronation Street tram set for preservation!
The mock-up Metrolink tram
which was used as part of a
recent storyline on ITV’s continuing television drama Coronation Street is set to become an
unusual museum piece, after
being offered to a local museum as an item of significant interest, it has been announced.
The Manchester Museum
of Science & Industry (MOSI)
has been offered the replica tram which was shown in
several dramatic scenes, after
it crashed onto the famous TV
street in early December.
Although the actual crash
scenes used computer-generated imagery, a mock-up tram
was later shown after landing in
the street itself, surrounded by
10

rubble in a scene of complete
destruction.
It is this that will hopefully
be put on display, and is likely
to prove a big hit with visitors to
the Museum, which is currently
undergoing a major £9 million
refurbishment.
The same Museum should
be familiar to some readers
as two trams were displayed
there for a special transport
exhibition in August 2009, these
being Manchester horse tram
L53 from Heaton Park and the
Beyer Peacock steam tram
engine ‘John Bull’ from Crich.
Museum Director Tony Hill
said of the tram: ‘We were approached a couple of weeks
back as to whether we would

like to have the tram from the
crash. As the icon of the 50th
anniversary programming we
felt it appropriate to have it.
At this stage we understand
that it will be the section that
smashed into Rita’s shop. As
yet we have not finalised a
delivery date but I would hope
that we can link in with the full
re-opening of MOSI towards
the end of January 2011’.
It is also understood that
MOSI are involved in negotiations to move some of the original Coronation Street cobblestones to the Museum as part
of a new display, when the film
set moves to a new site in the
next couple of years. AW
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Isle of Man update

Douglas horse tram dodges the
scrap man
Douglas 49, a preserved semiconvertible horse tramcar on
the Isle of Man, was saved at the
eleventh hour at the back end
of 2010 after being evicted from
its previous home at the Jurby
Transport Museum.
At one time it looked as
though the tram may even be
at risk of being scrapped in spite
of its considerable historic value
- it was the last horse car to be
built for service on a commercial
transport system anywhere in the
world.
Thankfully it has now been
moved to alternative accomodation, although this proved
rather more complicated than
anticipated!
What had seemed like the
perfect home for the tram had
been abandoned as it proved
to be inaccessible to the lowloader that would be needed to
transport it, whilst a second offer
also had to be turned down as
the entrance door turned out to
be too low for the tram to enter
through it.

Fortunately it was third
time lucky and the car has now
been moved to a secure storage site, although details of its
current whereabouts cannot be
revealed due to an agreement
with the individual who allowed
it to be stored on their property.
Although this is only a
temporary move, at least it
has given 49 a safe future and
bought some time for its owner
as the search continues for a
long-term home for this remarkable survivor.
The tram's owner, Warwickshire-based Robert Hendry, said
of the tram: 'The word unique is
so over used but in this instance
it is absolutely true. I knew by instinct that this was an important
piece of transport heritage'.
We agree, and are delighted to hear that, for the time being at least, a potentially tragic
loss for the tram preservation
movement has been avoided.
AW

up Douglas horse car 49 is seen operating along the horse tramway in
happier times in the 1970s. Thankfully this car has now been saved from
the scrap man! Robert Hendry
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MER 23 and MER 26 to be dumped?
Thirty-three years ago, I stood in Douglas
station talking to Bill Jackson, the Chief Executive of IOM Railways. Bill was under pressure to dispose of assets and Manx Electric
Railway Bo-Bo Loco no. 23 was under threat
as was freight car no. 26, ex passenger car
10 of 1895. I was Treasurer of the Isle of Man
Railway Society and had to try to reach a
deal with Bill. Ten minutes later Bill had sold
MER 26, MER 23 and the remains of IOMR no.
7 to us saving these three items.
By 1979, the idea of museum was a
reality and MER 23 was a prized exhibit. In
1983 23 was the main attraction in an event
that brought 400 railfans to the Island, and
ran again in 1984. It could only get better...
or could it? No - it got steadily worse.
By 1991 the Ramsey museum was shut.
Every attempt I made to see 23 run for the
benefit of Manx tourism was blocked, as
was the chance to have the engine as the
centrepiece of the big Warley rail exhibition
11

at the NER in 2000. In 2010 it got even worse.
The Public Transport Division of the IOM
Department of Community Culture and Leisure decided to use 23 and 26 as counters
to force the IOM Railway & Tramway Preservation Society to give up an already signed
agreement over steam loco no. 8.
On 25 January 2011 they said that
we had until early March to remove these
unique Manx items or they would be
dumped at the Dhoon for the vandals to
wreck.
Attempts to get the Manx Government
to see sense have resulted in them wriggling,
so we need homes in the British Isles for these
two wonderful vehicles.
Having saved them in 1978, we now
have to do it all over again. Please contact Robert Hendry on 01788 543026 or at
elrokits@btinternet.com if you can help
save these unique tramway vehicles. Robert
Hendry
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t MER no 23 running with a replica freight train when
IOM Railways had more sensible policies. Manx Electric
Railway locomotive 23 is seen operating with a replica
freight back in the early-1990s. The future of this tram is
now under threat. Robert Hendrey
tq Also under threat is fellow Manx Electric Railway
works car 26, pictured in 1979 about to be moved into the
Ramsey Museum. This Museum shut in 1991 and twenty
years later the tram’s fate is looking uncertain. Robert
Hendry
q Sunday 23rd January saw Blackpool ‘Vanguard’ 619
get a taste of the winter sunshine at Heaton Park. As
reported previously, this tram is having a makeover this
winter which will result in it gaining a Manchester-inspired
red and cream livery, as well as regaining its old fleet
number 7. The decorative railings and platform gates
have been removed for attention, and the bodywork
rubbed down in preparation for painting, as shown here.
Martin Bryan
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t Although the Blackpool tramway has been closed for
the winter, one car has still been out and about - even
becoming the first tram to operate on some of the newlyupgraded track! Works car 754 is pictured outside the
new depot at Starr Gate, attending to the overhead wiring. Paul Jenkinson
tq Work has also been continuing on the extension at
Heaton Park over the winter, with a jim-crow being borrowed from Blackpool to bend the track to the correct
curvature. This is Lakeside, and the part of the new track
that will join on to the existing terminus. Martin Bryan
q Towards the end of 2010 Sheffield 264 at Beamish was
de-railed and slewed sideways on skids to allow Sunderland 101 to fit into the depot at Beamish, which was previously full. The tram is now situated at the right hand side
of the bus part of the depot, and is expected to remain
there until a fourth depot track is put in at some stage in
the future. John Carlson
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Blackpool Upgrade Update: Winter 2010/11
The closed winter period has seen upgrade works on
the Blackpool system continue apace, with the depot infrastructure being completed and the overhead
wires being hung, utilising engineering car 754. Work
has also commenced at North Pier and in the area
around the Metropole hotel, whilst the construction of
the new loading platforms for the Supertrams has continued across the system.
In this special extended news item, regular
contributor Scott Moore takes a walk along the
Blackpool promenade, starting at the former loading
and unloading stops and brand new tram depot at
Starr Gate, heading down towards the Golden Mile
to see the latest work at North Pier, and around the
Metropole hotel and onto the North Promenade for
the latest work that is ongoing there.
All of the photographs were taken from the public highway and from outside of the worksites. While we
would encourage readers who are in the area to go
and view the ongoing work for themselves, we must

stress
that under no circumstances must
anyone pass through
the safety barriers
and into the worksites without the
express prior written
permission from any
of the contractors
carrying out the
work, Bam Nuttall for
the trackwork and
Volker Fitzpatrick for
the depot complex.
Not only is trespassing a criminal offence, but work sites can also an
extremely dangerous place to be without the correct
protective gear. JG
t We begin our trip at the tramway’s
southern terminus, Starr Gate. Major
work has been taking place here
since the last tram left the terminus in
September 2009 - Standard 147 running our very own ‘So Long Starr Gate’
tour - including the construction of the
new tramway depot, the replacement
of the turning circle and the addition
of a new track layout for the tram stop.
This first photograph was taken at approximately the position of the former
loading and unloading stops, showing the new trackbed that has been
laid on the turning circle, replacing
the former open-sleepered one. On
the inside of the turning circle remains
the crazy golf course, as identified by
the statue in the background of the
photograph. Unlike the old layout,
though, the trams will not normally run
along this track, it being retained only
for access to the tram washing plant.
Scott Moore
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Shouting the news that Blackpool is back!
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t The new combined loading and unloading platforms at Starr Gate are
slightly more to the north of the previous stop, alongside the new depot
and prior to the start of the turning circle. The layout is a two track layout, narrowing to single track at the entrance to the turning circle, and
with trailing facing crossovers to the north, allowing trams to access the
depot or the mainline as required. Scott Moore

p One of the most striking parts of the new depot at Starr Gate is its
‘wave effect’ decorative feature on the side, which covers the length
of the building and has also been applied to the new tram wash, which
can be seen in the foreground. Scott Moore
t & q Moving northwards now, work has continued on the Promenade
from where it laid off last winter, with the renewal of the track from
Church Street up towards North Pier. Last year’s temporary skew was
first removed from the former location, before the remainder of the
track was lifted to a point just short of the Metropole hotel, including the
former three-track layout at North Pier. Much of the old pointwork was
sent to Crich for possible re-use, whilst a new three-track layout is being
installed to the south of the old one at a point in between Church Street
and North Pier, which is illustrated here. Scott Moore
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pt This could no doubt be the best photograph ever featured within these pages, and surely
brings a nod of joy to all of our readers? The Line 1 bus stop at North Pier is finally being removed
from the northbound tram line, bringing to an end the constant conflicts with the trams that have
plagued the tramway in recent years. As part of a general remodelling of this area the bus stop is
to be resited.
p The site of the former three track layout has now been completely cleared, though will not be
replaced on a like-for-like basis., with the new loop finishing at about the point where the green
digger is. This area will instead see a two-way junction added to facilitate a possible future - but
currently unfunded - extension towards North Station and the proposed Talbot Gateway project.
It is hoped that this junction is not an extremely large waste of money and that the proposed extension does come to fruition, unlike the points added in the Foxhall area a few years ago for the
now abandoned depot site on Blundell Street.
t Our final photograph gives a general overview of the worksite outside North Pier. The ‘Tramway
Look Both Ways’ sign gives away the location to be near to the former northbound loading stop,
which is also expected to move as part of the upgrade works. As mentioned above, in its place
will be a two-way junction, which has started to be laid since these photographs were taken. All:
Scott Moore
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Perhaps one of the most interesting parts of the track relaying project is focussed on the infamous section around the rear of the Metropole Hotel, where trams share their space with road traffic and the
many hazards that come with it. After much speculation, the current
trackwork is expected to see the rails move closer to the pavement,
and the tramway being segregated completely from road vehicles.
However, work on this section has been slow to start, but these
pictures do show preparations for the task (i.e. traffic cones!) in place.
More recently work has commenced on digging up the old rails.
These photos allow us to take one last close look at the old track
layout, before it joins many other old and familiar segments of the system in the history books. On the top left hand side we can see the old
track prior to removal, from the south end adjacent to the Cenotaph.
The other shots illustrate the scene from the northern end near
Cocker Street, and in the lower image the road markings warning
motorists of the reserved tramway ahead can be seen. Hopefully the
new layout will mean that these will no longer be needed, although
that said, considering the way some drivers behave when faced with a
tram, anything is possible! All: Scott Moore
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Continuing on north from the
track around the Metrople hotel, the
final worksite on the Promenade is the length worksite
between Cocker Street and Gynn Square. In early
January all of the track had been lifted in this location,
as the photographs above show, and preparations
were being made to begin laying the new rail, much
of which was on site.
The trackbed has been excavated to a substantial depth at this location - thought to be down to the
ceiling of Middle Walk - and is no doubt the deepest
excavation to have been made to this section of the
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Prom
since it was
reconstructed in 1900! This
is then filled
with concrete to give a stable foundation for the new
trackwork, allowing many years of unproblematic usage we hope!
Track laying had commenced at this point by the
time our reporter visited in early 2011, as can be seen
from the two photographs above left, though it is still to
be fixed into place.
This section of the tramway is expected to remain

18

unfenced as it is currently, allowing a free flow of access
across the Promenade by pedestrians. All: Scott
Moore

We will have a further upgrade update, including
the section from Gynn Square to Fleetwood and
further updates to the areas covered here, in Tramways Monthly 24, out soon.
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Welcome to the first of a special two-part feature in Tramways
Monthly, focussing on the surprisingly large number of horse
tramcars which are preserved here in the British Isles. Our
aim over the next two months is to feature as many different horse trams as possible, many of which have never been
featured in these pages before. Some, such as Machester L53
and Sheffield 15, will be familiar to most of you – but hopefully
many of our readers will discover a few previously unknown
cars on these pages! We start this feature with Tramways
Monthly’s assistant editor Andrew Waddington taking a look
at the various horse cars included in the collection of the National Tramway Museum at Crich Tramway Village.
The oldest tramcar in the National Tramway Museum
collection at Crich (but only just!), is Oporto 9 of 1873. The
tram has never operated as a horse car at Crich, but has
been hauled by other vehicles such as diesel locomotives
GMJ & Rupert, and even the steam tram engine ‘John Bull’. It
has been posed with a horse however, as seen here. The tram
seems to be chasing Sheffield 15, which is just a year younger.
http://www.tramways-monthly.com
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Tony Waddington

Richard Lomas

On the left is another rare shot of Oporto 9 out on the main line.
Although considered a horse tram by most people, it was in fact
hauled by mules when new, and in later years had been used as a
trailer for electric trams not unlike semi-convertible car 273, which is
also on view at Crich. Car 9 is similar to the very first trams that operated in the British Isles, and was in fact built in Birkenhead despite
spending its working life in Portugal. Sadly it is unlikely to operate
again unless it receives a full overhaul; just by looking at the body
shape it is immediately obvious that something is seriously wrong as
the body is badly bowed. This problem can clearly be seen in this
shot of the car below on the traverser, being moved back towards
the Exhibition Hall after partaking in the 2009 Enthusiasts’ Tram Event.
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For many years, the sole operating horse car at Crich has been
Sheffield 15. It was also the first tram to carry passengers there in
1963, before the first overhead wires went up enabling electric cars
to commence running the following year. Since then 15 has had a
pretty interesting history, and became the first vintage tram to run
on a second generation system in the UK when it returned to Sheffield in 1995 to be posed alongside a then new Supertram in the
city centre, to mark the completion of the first phase of the city’s
new tramway. These days it enjoys a somwhat more relaxed existence, and is seen on the right in action during one of the popular
Edwardian Weekend events which are held annually at Crich. It has
also been pulled by GMJ on occasions, such as the 50th anniversary
of the Museum at Crich in May 2009, when specially invited guests
were treated to a rare trip to Wakebridge aboard the tram. Below
the odd couple are pictured at Stephenson Place.
Our final view of car 15 shows it in the workshop, below right,
heavily stripped early in 1993 when it was undergoing an extensive
overhaul. This included the fitting of a brand new underframe and
saloon floor, renewal of the roof canopy and the belated removal
of several features it had gained when it had been converted to
electric traction for use as a works car in its native city.

Richard Lomas
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Ian Hignett
Chesterfield 8 first came to Crich in 1982, its arrival coinciding
with events to mark the Chesterfield transport centenary. Initially
on loan, it has come to be regarded as part of the Museum’s own
collection and made occasional appearances for the horse tram
event for several years, as shown here. It last ran in June 1993 and
since then has usually been confined to the Exhibition Hall, but has
crept onto the main line for photo opportunites a couple of times
since, most recently in July 2010 when it was used for a private
photography charter. Sometimes horse cars have returned from
the depot gates to Town End ‘wrong line’, as demonstrated above,
although this practice seems to have been discontinued more recently with 15 normally staying on the correct line when it operates.
Once upon a time the horse tram fleet at Crich lived in Depot VI, but were moved to Depot V when the former building was
chosen for the now defunct PCC car display which opened in May
1995. Chesterfield 8 is depicted at the top right in Depot VI when it
was housed there. Today it rarely gets a taste of sunlight, but is seen
at the bottom right being shunted around the depot area in May
last year.

TLRS Archive Collection
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Tony Waddington
A major contrast to these beautifully restored exhibits is the body of an 1895 London
double-deck horse tram that was discovered in the wonderfully named town of Curry Rivel,
and subsequently became more commonly known as the ‘Curry Rivel Horse Tram’ despite
its actual origins. The tram was a particularly remarkable find as it still sat upon its original running gear with its wheels still intact. It came to Crich in 1985 and was initially stored outside,
though in later years it was housed within the running sheds, usually on Road 10. Over the
years it was suggested that the car be dismantled as a source of spare parts on more than
occasion, causing much uproar from Society members which seemingly prompted a rethink
on its future. In 2005 it was moved to Clay Cross in order to create space for new arrivals at
the Museum itself and there are no current plans to bring it back or carry out any work on it.
This picture was taken in 1998 when it had been moved to the front of the depot whilst the
floor was being cleaned during the ‘Tramathon’ event, when all of the running fleet were
out on the main line.

The most recent arrival at Crich of any horse tram is of course
Cardiff 21, a gorgeous double-deck car which has come on loan
from the National Museum of Wales after spending a number of
years in storage. It was originally borrowed for the 2009 season as an
added attraction at the ‘Crich 50’ events, giving the fantastic opportunity for two Cardiff trams to be posed together as the newly restored water car 131 was the star of the events. However, there has
been no suggestion of the tram going back home, and for now at
least it is a valuable part of the revamped display in the Museum’s
main Exhibition Hall as the only restored double-deck horse car on
view at Crich. It is pictured to the left standing on the traverser carriage whilst on display to the Duke of Gloucester and other dignitaries who had been invited to the launch of the ‘other’ Cardiff tram,
131.
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The body of Leamington & Warwick 1 arrived at Crich in 1993 having previously resided
at a railway centre, and was quickly mounted on a new home-made truck. Despite initially
appearing in a bad way, this tram has actually survived in quite good condition despite being stored outdoors for many years; much of its interior glazing remains intact, and a close
inspection of the panelling reveals some traces of its old paintwork. There is also a small segment of its back-to-back ‘knifeboard’ seating left, indeed this is pretty much the only clue
that gives away its identity as a double-deck car! It is pictured above in Depot VI shortly
after arriving at the Museum. More recently, the tram has been removed from its truck and
placed on display in ‘as-found’ condition in the Exhibition Hall, to illustrate the condition that
many of the Museum’s restored trams were in before restoration work commenced.
Finally, we see Leamington & Warwick 1 again, this time along with an unrestored
Eades patent reversible truck which is also a static exhibit in the Exhibition Hall. This is all that
survives of Manchester W24 - although the similar L53 of course survives in running order. The
TMS also own a more complete Eades horse tram, which was acquired as recently as 2000,
but that is presently stored off-site awaiting restoration and cannot be seen by the general
public.
Needless to say, the aforementioned Eades car L53 will be featuring in these pages
again very soon, as our special horse car pictorial feature continues next issue...
24
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Postal Car
Postal Car is the place where we publish your letters, comments and anything else that doesn’t really go anywhere in particular! If you want to pop something in the box for next time’s Postal Car, please email it to postalcar@tramways-monthly.com!

Re: Mystery London
tram

Dear Tramways Monthly,
I read with interest the
letter from Tom about a London tram moved to Rutland
in the 1930s. Could this have
been one of the LCC trailer
cars?
Around the time of the
First World War the LCC experimented with two singledeckers joined together and
operated as a couple pair.
Not a success - the police
(who controlled all London
passenger vehicles) objected
like mad, the electrical system
was a lash-up with Sprauge
MU equipment operated by
a bike chain from a pulley
under the controller and, of
course the cars had conduit
power supply and one of the
characteristics of this was that
power had to be switched
off going through the ‘dead’,
both on the open road and
at junctions. As collectors
were retained on both cars
this meant the driver had
to judge when to switch off
twice for each dead section it would have been a nightmare getting them through
the complicated Elephant
and Castle pointwork!
However, more capacity was desperately needed
and after the war the LCC

started running trailer cars at
rush hours. There were well
over 100 of these, built by
Brush, but they only lasted
a few years until the larger
bogie cars were rebuilt and
top-covered. Most of them
were sold off as garden huts
and holiday homes and I
understand one enterprising
chap bought quite a number
and fitted them onto a basic
four-wheel rubber-tyred
underframe as caravans. The
mind boggles at the thought
of the lowly-powered cars of
the day pulling one along the
highway!
So most finished up as
static sheds or holiday bungalows and I remember going
along in the early 1960s with
the late R.E. Tustin, to see one
of these supposedly mobile
cars in Swithland Woods, near
Leicester. The question was
whether we could save it for
Crich but sadly the woods
had grown up in the 30
years that the car had resided there, and to get it out
would have required some
comprehensive tree felling.
Also, it was only a basic shell,
similar to dozens of other
lower-deck bodies around in
those days, and we at Crich
were desperately trying to
raise the money to move and
protect the trams from closed
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or closing tramways - we had
already lost several irreplaceable cars. So sadly we had to
abandon the project. These
days, of course, we could
have plucked it out with a
giant mobile crane but such
things did not exist then.
So it might be that Tom’s
car is one of these trailers. I
don’t know what records exist
of their disposal but some of
the London historical groups
might be able to help. There
are references to them in
the “London County Council Tramways Handbook” by
‘Kennington’ (3rd edn, 1977).
Chris Irwin, by email
Dear Tramways Monthly,
Thank you for forwarding the reply from one of your
readers.
Since I wrote the last
letter, I have found out more
information about the tram,
and I think that the one described by your other reader
may be incorrect, as the tram
in question was a double
decker, and had a drivers
compartment, so I don’t think
it was a trailer.
The colour and
number are currently unknown, as my grandmother
has little memory of the fine
details, but any more information will be greatly appreci25

ated.
Many thanks.
Tom, Staffordshire
Tom’s original letter can be
read in last month’s edition
of the magazine, number
22, which is still available to
download, for free, from our
website, as are all of our other
back issues from the past two
years. JG

A great read!

Dear Tramways Monthly,
I have read your
magazine for over a year
now, and I have to say it is
very informative.
I particularly enjoyed
recent the ‘Shopping at Binns’
feature about the transformation of Balloon 703 to Sunderland 101 in issue 18 in August
last year.
It was nice to see some
imagination being brought to
the table rather than having
countless green & cream balloons preserved - well done
to the LTT for thinking out of
the box, and to yourselves for
such comprehensive coverage.
I hope that the magazine can keep going for years
to come; you do a great job.
Maurice Micklewhite,
London, by email

2011 Blackpool tram
fleet

Dear Tramways Monthly,
I was wondering if you
had any information with regards to the trams that will be
operating in Blackpool during
2011.
I have heard much
speculation on the Internet
as to whether or not the
modified Balloon cars will be
operating this year, and also
if any additional cars will be
recieving the much-talked of
transponders to enable them
to operate on the tramway.
I would appreciate it if
you or your readers could tell
me more about this.
Many thanks.
Gerry Ferrati, by email
Gerry, many thanks for your
message. As this edition was
closing for press we recieved
the fleet list for the 2011 season from Blackpool Transport
however we have not had
space to feature it within this
edition, but it will appear next
time. For now though you can
refer to our article regarding
the transponder junction at
Manchester Square earlier on
in this magazine, which has a
fairly accurate list of the cars
that were expected to be
running when it was written.
JG
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Trams in the Snow
Twenty ten

The closing months of 2010 once more saw
Britain’s tramways hit by copious amounts
of snow fall, causing many problems across
the country and forcing several tramways
to close. Our special pictorial looks at five
tramways that all saw the snow fall - and hard!
- but were all affected by it in different ways.
Our title photograph above was the
scene at Heaton Park in December, where it
was impossible to bring any trams out of the
depot on the final day of their 2010 operating season, meaning that services had to be
abandoned. Readers may remember that it
was a similar story at Heaton Park last year,
when Leeds 6 was the winter car (As opposed
to Marton 31 this year!). Back then (See our
January 2010 cover which depicted the snow
from 2009!) we featured that effort on our
front cover, which is included opposite!
http://www.tramways-monthly.com

Meanwhile, in the north east Beamish
managed to operate a largely normal tramway service, though there was some disruption early on and the whole Museum did
not open for a couple of days. Once these
problems were overcome, though, there was
no stopping the team there from running the
trams - including Leeds 6 which is still on loan
to Beamish, with a near-normal service operated daily, as well as all of the trams being
festively decorated!
Our only second generation system to
feature this month is Croydon, which, as we
reported last edition, has been praised on
how it coped with the snow fall, running near
normal service levels with minimal disruption,
whilst the rest of London’s transport network
collapsed - one-nil to the tram!
By contrast, one of only two Croydon
26

trams to be preserved so far, KLV 058 at Crich,
was stranded outside in heavy snow drifts for
much of December, meaning that the Muse- Andr
ew
um had to cancel many of it’s Santa Special
Haz
elh
operations that were planned.
urst
Better news was present for Birkenhead’s Santa Specials, though, which
operated as planned with Wallasey 78,
whilst the Hong Kong cars also put in an
appearance with 70 operating a normal service along the Wirral tramway.
If you have any photographs of
trams in the snow - be they current or
archive, British or foreign, or anything
else! - then we would love to see
them and publish them in an issue
of the magazine very soon - email
us at info@tramways-monthly.
com if you have anything!
Issue 23 - January 2011
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p Sunderland 16 is seen exiting the Town at Beamish whilst operating clockwise around the Beamish circuit. The tram has been festively
decorated, as can be seen on the dash panels, and was a popular
tram throughout the winter due to its enclosed salloons and large capacity!
pu Leeds 6 operated rather more successfully in the winter
months this year, being a useful little car at Beamish, and it will no doubt
be missed when it finally returns to Heaton Park later this year, considering it has now been there for nearly 12 months! The tram is seen climbing Pockerley Bank - no mean feat when the snow isn’t present!
u Two stalwarts of the Beamish fleet for many years have been
Gateshead 10 and Beamish 196, which are seen - complete with festive
decorations - passing at the Museum entrance. It is interesting to note
that Beamish 196 has been operating alongside Leeds 6 since its return
from Heaton Park, these two trams originally having been swapped for
each other! Of course, 6 is now at Beamish in place of Marton 31, and
as mentioned these trams will be swapping back later this year. All: John
Carlson

http://www.tramways-monthly.com
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Numerous wintery views from around the
Beamish museum can be seen on this page, clockwise from left to right:
Beamish 196 is seen departing Pockerley
whilst operating a clockwise service.
The tram shelter at Foulbridge had a dusting
of snow and looked very atmospheric in the surroundings - shame about the muddy, messy slush
on the road in front!
Gateshead 10 and Sunderland 16 provide a
nice contrast as they pass at Pockerley - though
shouldn’t the ‘Shop at Binns’ advert be on 16 rather
than 10?!
Finally, Leeds 6 is seen on the reserved track
heading towards the depot at Foulbridge. The
seasonal decorations added to it can be seen to
good effect in this view, brightening up its otherwise rather drab grey works car appearance. All:
John Carlson

http://www.tramways-monthly.com
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As these photographs show, the fact that Croydon operated so successfully throughout the
snow fall was no mean feat! Here we show you a number of views from across the system, taken
on the 17th and 21st December 2010.
pt Our first photograph shows 2538 at Sandilands on the 17th December. Despite the snow
still falling the trams kept running - better than the road traffic managed by the looks of the crossing that the tram is about to cross!
p Next up is 2550 near to Coombe Lane whilst operating service 3 to Beddington Lane in
truly dismal conditions! Heavy snow, fading light and fog all add to the atmosphere of the photo.
t 2553 was out on the 21st December, and is seen at Arena. It is currently the newest London tram and the last of the original batch of 24 CR4000s, but could soon lose that title in light of
new proposals (See next month’s magazine for more!). All: Ian Buck

http://www.tramways-monthly.com
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pt 2530 is pictured on the fly near to Lloyd Park whilst working
a route 3 service to new Addington. Despite the relatively light snow
covering here, the same could not be said for much of the country as
we have seen!
p Four days later on the 21st December and the snow was much
thicker on the ground, yet still the Tramlink ran! The scene is at Arena,
with 2543 about to come off the branch and onto the mainline.
t We’re back to a location near to Lloyd Park for our final photograph from Croydon, showing 2540 running past the camera. All: Ian
Buck

http://www.tramways-monthly.com
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Crich was not as lucky as Croydon with it’s snow though, with four of the six planned ‘Santa
Special’ events being cancelled, and work on the Stone Workshop and track renewal just north
of the Bowes-Lyon Bridge being delayed slightly.
pt Our first photograph shows Leeds 399 shunting around the depot fan on December
18th, the last weekend of the Crich Santa Specials and the only ones that were able to operate.
By this time the snow had cleared enough to faciliate a basic tram service between the Red Lion
and to a point just north of Cabin crossing, and this utilised Leeds 180. As seen, the opportunity
was also taken to move 399 from one track in the depot to another - we believe this was its first
move following the completion of its overhaul that took place throughout 2010. Dan Heeley
p In a wider-angled version of our cover photograph, the extreme snowfall that hit Crich
can clearly be seen! There’s no way that the KLV was going anywhere, even if it did have a snow
plough on the front of it. It is a good job that this vehicle was always intended to live outside after
coming to Crich! Richard Lomas
t In our final photograph from Crich we see the Stone Workshop. This is currently undergoing a multi-million pound refurbishment project, funded in part by the Heritage Lottery Fund, and
is due to open during 2011. However, it, too, was affected by the wintry weather, with work dropping slightly behind schedule. It is seen in December, shortly after works tarted. Richard Lomas

http://www.tramways-monthly.com
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18th December saw a 'Santa Special'
take place at the Wirral Heritage Tramway, despite heavy snowfalls the previous day. Indeed,
at one stage it looked likely that the only role
for the volunteers who made it to Birkenhead
would be to hand out refunds to those who
had pre-booked places on the 'Santa' tram thankfully this wasn't necessary and the show
went ahead as planned!
Wallasey 78 (specially decorated) was
chosen for the special duties and our pictures
show the tram in action during this memorable
day. In addition, Liverpool 762 played a part
in this event despite remaining at Taylor Street;
the tram, fresh from its adventures at Blackpool, played host to Santa's Grotto, and its
comfortable upholsetered seating no doubt
made it a popular choice for this role.
We also see the two Hong Kong built
tramcars, 69 & 70, posed together at Woodside Ferry. Whilst 78 worked the Santa Specials,
a normal tram service also operated simultaneously and car 70 was chosen for the job. All:
Mike Mercer

http://www.tramways-monthly.com
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Events Diary
26th February 2011
Seaton Tramway

Bird Watching Trip: Led
by expert Donald Campbell this is a chance to
view the estuary birds
from a tram. Departing
Seaton at 0900 with a
duration of approximately 2 hours. Limited
to 20 spaces - advance
booking essential.
Wet and Wild Weekend:
In association with the
East Devon Countryside
Service. One of the
feature events will be the
chance to to take the
tram from Seaton along
the edge of the Axe estuary as the light is closing in, leaving Seaton
at 1700 and returning at
1900 at the cost of just £5
(including a hot drink).

27th February 2011
Seaton Tramway

Bird Watching Trip: Led
by expert Ian Waite this
is a chance to view the
estuary birds from a
tram. Departing Seaton
at 0900 with a duration

of approximately 2 hours.
Limited to 20 spaces
- advance booking
essential.
Wet and Wild Weekend:
In association with the
East Devon Countryside
Service. One of the
feature events will be the
chance to to take the
tram from Seaton along
the edge of the Axe estuary as the light is closing in, leaving Seaton
at 1700 and returning at
1900 at the cost of just £5
(including a hot drink).

12th March 2011
Seaton Tramway

Bird Watching Trip: Led
by expert Don Cotton
this is a chance to view
the estuary birds from a
tram. Departing Seaton
at 0900 with a duration
of approximately 2 hours.
Limited to 20 spaces
- advance booking
essential.

26th March 2011
Seaton Tramway

Bird Watching Trip: Led

Back Cover Caption

One final snow scene for the month, and once
again we feature the wonderful Wallasey 78
in operation on December 18th during the
Birkenhead Tramway’s Santa Special day. 78 is
famously the only restored tramcar with a Bellamy top cover complete with totally exposed
balconies, and the car carried banners promoting the 50th anniversary of the Merseyside
Tramway Society throughout 2010, as seen
here. Mike Mercer

http://www.tramways-monthly.com

by expert Donald Campbell this is a chance to
view the estuary birds
from a tram. Departing
Seaton at 0900 with a
duration of approximately 2 hours. Limited
to 20 spaces - advance
booking essential.

27th March 2011
Heaton Park Tramway

31 on 31: Come and
join us to celebrate the
Tramway’s 31st birthday. The museum and
shop will reopen today,
with cake and celebration. Marton 31 will be
decorated as a birthday
Tram and there will be
the opportunity to drive
Blackpool railgrinder
752 as well as to view
progress on Heaton Park
7 (ex-Blackpool 619).
Open 12-4pm.

3rd April 2011
Seaton Tramway

Mother’s Day: Mum travels free and make her
feel extra special and
treat her to a delicious

Magazine Information

roast lunch or afternoon
tea at the Tramstop
restaurant. Booking
required to avoid disappointment.

East Anglian Transport Museum

estuary birds from a
tram. Departing Seaton
at 1700 with a duration
of approximately 2 hours.
Limited to 20 spaces
- advance booking
essential.

12th March 2011
Seaton Tramway

Tar, Sweat and Steam
Launch Event: The public
opening of a Heritage
Lottery Funded project
- Tar, Sweat and Steam.
Illustrating the history
of road building using
storyboards, artefacts,
vehicles and interactive
displays, this fabulous facility is truly one of a kind!
Open 1100-1700.

Junior Bird Watching Trip:
Led by expert James
Chubb this is a chance
to view the estuary birds
from a tram. Departing
Seaton at 0900 with a
duration of approximately 1 hour. Limited
to 20 spaces - advance
booking essential.

10th April 2011
Blackpool Tramway

14th April 2011
Beamish Museum

LTT Depot Open Day:
1200-1600. A chance to
see inside the LTT’s depot
at Brinwell Road in Blackpool including trams
Brush 622 and Coronation 663.

Seaton Tramway

Bird Watching Trip: Led
by expert Ian Waite this
is a chance to view the

Advertising in Tramways Monthly
We welcome advertisements
from any industry, business or
organisation connected in some
way, shape or form with the
tramway movement. Price plans
and options can be discussed
with our advertising manager.
Please email advertising@
tramways-monthly.com for further information. Discounts can
be offered on advertising plans
covering a longer period and
advertisements do not need to

Great North Steam Fair:
Relive the golden days
of steam with visiting
locomotives in steam
at the Beamish Railway
Station and Colliery and
much more vintage
transport activity around
the site. As far as trams
are concerned Heaton
Park’s Manchester 765
is due to be visiting

appear in consecutive issues.
We also offer advertising opportunities on our website - please
contact us for more information.
Reading the magazine
Tramways Monthly would like
to advise all readers to view
the magazine using the very
latest version of Adobe Acrobat
Reader (AAR). This software is
available to be downloaded
free of charge from http://www.
adobe.com. If you are viewing
this PDF on a corporate sys-
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Beamish at the time of
event whilst Newcastle
114 should be available
for service after a midlife refresh and repaint.

15th April 2011
Beamish Museum

Great North Steam Fair:
Many steam vehicles Relive the golden days of
steam with visiting locomotives in steam at the
Beamish Railway Station
and Colliery and much
more vintage transport
activity around the site.
As far as trams are concerned Heaton Park’s
Manchester 765 is due
to be visiting Beamish at
the time of event whilst
Newcastle 114 should
be available for service
after a mid-life refresh
and repaint.

16th April 2011
Beamish Museum

Great North Steam Fair:
Relive the golden days
of steam with visiting
locomotives in steam
at the Beamish Railway

tem, you should contact your
administrator for details about
upgrading to the latest version
of Acrobat Reader. We do not
guarantee that the document
will view correctly on any other
software.
Copying, printing and distribution
The content, design and style
of this PDF file, referred to as
‘this issue of Tramways Monthly
magazine’ is protected by copyright. All photographs remain

Station and Colliery and
much more vintage
transport activity around
the site. As far as trams
are concerned Heaton
Park’s Manchester 765
is due to be visiting
Beamish at the time of
event whilst Newcastle
114 should be available
for service after a midlife refresh and repaint.

17th April 2011
Beamish Museum

Great North Steam Fair:
Many steam vehicles on
Relive the golden days
of steam with visiting
locomotives in steam
at the Beamish Railway
Station and Colliery and
much more vintage
transport activity around
the site. As far as trams
are concerned Heaton
Park’s Manchester 765
is due to be visiting
Beamish at the time of
event whilst Newcastle
114 should be available
for service after a midlife refresh and repaint.

the copyright property of the
stated photographer. Readers
are permitted to print copies for
their own reading or to provide
to friends/colleagues. But being
a complimentary magazine,
Tramways Monthly must not be
sold by any means, printed or
electronic. All our back issues
are freely available from http://
www.tramways-monthly.com
and our PDF files may be passed
onto interested parties, at no
charge, in either a printed or
electronic format.
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All Change!

There’s just time to bring you one final page of tramway related
miscellany, as the pole is swung and the seats are turned, before
we bid farewell to our passengers until next time!

Coronation Street extra...
In last month’s Coronation Street special
we somehow managed to miss out another
tram appearance on the show.
Back in early 2009, the Manchester
Tramway Museum Society’s Manchester 765
was used in a number of background shots
at Heaton Park, being driven by long-standing member Derek Shepherd.
While the tram didn’t have a key role
in the action, like it did in both the 1989 and
2010 storylines, it was still pleasing to see
‘Manchester’s little tram’ appear on the
small screen, in a storyline focussing on a fun
run that was taking place in the park.
The tram, which is currently still in Black-

pool following it’s summer holiday for the
125th Anniversary events, and will be visiting
Beamish Museum later this year, had just
returned from a refresh and repaint prior to
its role, meaning that it was in pristine condition for the appearance.
Indeed, some readers may remember
our original coverage of this appearance,
which was way back in issue 6 of the magazine, making it even more surprising that we
missed it first time round last month!
The photograph on the right shows 765
approaching the Lakeside terminus with
Derek Shepherd at the helm, back in July
2009. JG

Early 20th Century ‘tram’ on eBay

http://www.tramways-monthly.com

now.

It is interesting to see that even now
new tramcars are still coming to light, and
this is also not the first time that eBay has
been used to sell either large, historic vehicles or tramway relics - a couple of years
ago a former Blackpool tram shelter was
sold through the site.
Whilst the tram was not sold this time,
if it appears for sale again it may make an
interesting project for someone out there
who wants to own a tram, or perhaps yield
some useful parts that could benefit other
restoration projects.
We would like to thank Martin Bryan
for bringing this item to our attention via the
British Trams Online Facebook page, and
would welcome anyone who has further
information about this rather unusual vehicle! JG
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Tony Waddigton

As this edition of the magazine closed for
press, a very unusual item was spotted on
the popular online auction site eBay.
The item, which appears to be a fullsize tramcar of some description, is believed
to date from the early 20th Century and is
described as a ‘very rare vehicle’.
It apparently ran originally along the
Great Yarmouth sea front, being powered
by batteries and operating on solid wheels
tyres, rather than the more conventional
metal wheels associated with tramcars.
Although bidding for the item which started at £1,500 but had not been
taken up - has now closed, the page
can still be seen for a limited time on the
eBay website at http://cgi.ebay.co.uk/
early-20th-century-tram-needs-restoration/170598889193?pt=UK_Tramway_Light_
Rail&hash=item27b87c76e9. The page also
includes a photograph of the vehicle as it is
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Next Time...

The Great Blackpool Tram
Poll: The Results!
After six months of voting we can now reveal what type of tram has been Blackpool’s most popular ever! xx votes were cast across the 2X tram classes, with
several surprises along the way! However, one type of tram soon emerged as the
champion, extending its lead significantly along the way... but which was it? Find
out next time, when we reveal the winner of The Great Blackpool Tram Poll!

2010 was a busy year for the Isle of Man’s transport network, with a number of
special events taking place, including the annual transport festival. We take a
particular look at this event that took place back in June, focussing in on exactly
what happened on the Manx Electric Railway and Snaefell Mountain Railway...
with one or two other modes of transport thrown in for good measure too!

Richard Tuplin

Isle of Man Transport
Events 2010

Only in ‘Tra mways Monthly’ Issue 24 - Out Soon!
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